Proposed activity is identified to BC Parks staff

Staff review proposed activity and legislation – determine whether activity can be accommodated without a boundary adjustment.

Activity can only occur if boundary is adjusted.

Proponent prepares Initial Proposal and forwards to BC Parks staff.

BC Parks staff, the Minister (and potentially Cabinet) consider the Initial Proposal.

Minister prepared to further consider the application to adjust boundaries.

Minister not prepared to further consider the application to adjust boundaries.

Proponent prepares full Detailed Proposal. When complete, staff and Minister review the application.

Minister recommends boundary adjustment to Cabinet.

Cabinet approves drafting and introduction of legislation to adjust boundaries.

Legislature approves boundary adjustment legislation; amendment brought into force if project obtains all other necessary authorizations.

Yes, activity can be potentially accommodated through existing means (such as a Park Use Permit)

Activity adjudicated through established processes.

Minister not prepared to recommend the application to adjust boundaries to Cabinet.

Cabinet rejects boundary adjustment proposal.

Legislature rejects boundary adjustment legislation.

Minister advised of decision; proposal terminated.

Proponent advised of decision; proposal terminated.

From Provincial Protected Area Boundary Adjustment Policy, Process and Guidelines. March 2010.